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Abstract: Recently a novel method called nonlinear Fourier-filtering was suggested for 
temporal and spatial cleaning of high-brightness laser pulses. In this paper experimental 
demonstration of the associated spatial filtering of this method and significant improvement 
of the temporal filtering feature are presented. The formerly found limit of ~103 for the 
temporal contrast improvement is identified as diffraction effects caused by the limited 
numerical aperture of imaging. It is shown by numerical simulation that proper apodization of 
the object can lead to sufficiently higher limit (>108). Using an advanced experimental 
arrangement the improvement of >2 orders of magnitude is experimentally verified in the 
ultraviolet and an indirect proof is presented that the background caused by the optical 
arrangement is reduced below 10−7. 
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1. Introduction 
The remarkable progress of high-intensity laser systems allowed the investigation of laser-
plasma interaction up to the relativistic regime [1–5]. Experiments show that temporal 
contrast improvement is the key to accessing higher intensity during such interactions [6–8]. 
The achieved and the planned intensities are already in the 1022-1025 W/cm2 range. Pre-pulses 
and ASE of 107-108 W/cm2 intensities can change laser-matter interactions considerably 
[9,10], which sets the necessary temporal contrast beyond 1014. Several techniques have been 
proposed to improve the contrast of CPA based laser systems. The plasma mirror [11,12] and 
harmonic frequency generation [13,14] are usually used after the final compressor. Cross-
polarized wave generation (XPW) is used between two CPA stages (Double-CPA, DCPA) to 
inject relatively high-energy, high-contrast pulses to the second amplifier stage [15,16]. 
DCPA systems have 1010-1012 temporal contrast on a ns-scale, but the coherent pedestal in the 
ps vicinity of the main pulse still remains [16–18]. For more detailed comparison of the 
former contrast improvement techniques such as saturable absorber, nonlinear Sagnac 
interferometer and nonlinear ellipse rotation, see [19] and the references therein. 
In short-pulse excimer laser systems the generation and the final amplification of the pulse 
is performed at two different wavelengths, necessitating intermediate frequency doubling 
[20,21] or tripling [22]. Using a novel method for frequency conversion – referred to as active 
spatial filtering [23] - effective temporal and spatial filtering occurs before UV amplification. 
In these systems the CPA scheme is not required, since the low saturation energy density of 
excimers allows direct amplification of femtosecond pulses. For these reasons output pulses 
of excellent spatial and temporal quality are available for medium output power, allowing to 
reach >1019 W/cm2 focused intensity and >1010 temporal contrast for several times 10 mJ 
output energy at 248 nm [24]. On the other hand, in case of additional amplification the 
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rapidly growing ASE in the UV amplifiers sets the temporal contrast below 1010. Plasma 
mirror technique was also successfully applied for short-pulse excimer lasers [25] 
demonstrating ~70% reflectivity and 102-103 temporal contrast improvement [26]. 
A novel technique called nonlinear Fourier-filtering has been recently presented [19], and 
successfully applied in the UV. This technique is demonstrated to provide simultaneous 
effective temporal and spatial filtering and seems to be energy and wavelength scalable. In 
this arrangement selective nonlinear phase-shift in the Fourier plane is introduced by the self-
generated plasma in a pulsed gas jet as shown in Fig. 1. An annular beam (formed by an input 
beam block or preferably with axicon lenses) is focused into the gas jet where the nonlinear 
modulation of the phase of the different diffraction orders leads to directional modulation of 
the beam. The low intensity ASE is not (or negligibly) modulated, therefore the same annular 
beam is imaged at the output. It is only diffraction which determines the output distribution 
for the low intensity part of the beam. If the inverse of the input beam-block - practically an 
iris diaphragm - is applied at the output, it ensures efficient exclusion of the ASE. However, if 
the main pulse which undergoes - in an ideal case π - phase shift by the self-generated plasma, 
a significantly modified output distribution occurs, and as high as >40% of the energy is 
transmitted through the output diaphragm. In [19] this phenomenon was theoretically treated 
by connecting the output beam to the input one by a subsequent use of a 2D FFT, an intensity 
dependent phase shift and a 2D IFFT. The temporal contrast improvement (given by the ratio 
of the high and the low intensity transmission of the system) was found to be limited by the 
low intensity transmission; primary by the unwanted diffraction effects associated with 
imaging. The achievable temporal contrast improvement was estimated to 103 for the 
“standard imaging” case. 
 
Fig. 1. Schematic of the nonlinear Fourier-filter (taken from ref [19].) 
This paper is a report on the improvement of the spatial and temporal filtering features of 
the nonlinear Fourier-filter. The excellent spatial quality of the filtered beam is confirmed by 
measuring its far field distribution. We found that proper modulation of the spatial frequency 
components of the input beam block (apodization) significantly improves the theoretical limit 
for the temporal contrast improvement. Using an advanced experimental arrangement - where 
the apodized object is created by proper pre-imaging - a lower limit of 105 is verified for 
temporal contrast improvement which is determined by the limited dynamic range of the 
measurement. An indirect proof is presented that as low as 10−7 level of background 
associated with imaging can be reached. 
2. Theoretical study 
In principle the achievable temporal contrast improvement for a temporal filtering technique 
is limited by the order of nonlinearity of the applied process. However this upper limit is not 
or barely reached for practical cases. The limited extinction ratio of polarizers in case of XPW 
or the low intensity reflection of plasma mirrors sets the temporal contrast improvement to 
~104 and ~102 (for a single stage) respectively. The temporal contrast improvement for the 
nonlinear Fourier-filter was previously found to be 103. The origin of the background was 
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identified as diffraction effects during imaging. The spatial frequency analysis of imaging 
systems [27] provides a convenient way to understand and to estimate this phenomenon. 
In general an imaging system can be described by a transfer function of finite bandwidth, 
therefore the system has limited capabilities to transfer the high spatial frequency components 
of an object. The transfer function is substantially different for spatially coherent (Amplitude 
Transfer Function, ATF) and for spatially incoherent (Optical Transfer Function, OTF) 
illumination. In case of spatially coherent illumination the transfer function is constant up to 
the 0f 1/ (2λF)=  cut-off frequency, where it drops to zero (λ is the wavelength and F is the F-
number of the system). In case of spatially incoherent illumination the cut-off frequency is 
02f  but the function is monotonically decreasing until it reaches the cut-off. Figure 2 shows 
the calculated spatial intensity distribution of the image of an annular beam with step-like 
edges in case of coherent and incoherent illumination for two image systems of different cut-
off frequency. The numerical calculation was based on 2D Fast Fourier Transformation 
(FFT). The inverse Fourier transform of the image can be calculated by the product of the 




=   cut-off frequency represents our experimental case. It is seen from the blue 
curves of Fig. 1 that objects containing high spatial frequencies (sharp edges) can be imaged 
by a radiation of medium frequency only with poor spatial contrast. This can be improved by 
increasing the cut-off frequency of the image system (see red curves). The coherent 
illumination always results in better spatial contrast. 
 
Fig. 2. Calculated spatial intensity distribution of the image of an annular beam in case of 




=   (blue) and of 10f 1000cm
−
=   (red) cut-off frequencies. 
Apodization can be of great importance to reach much better spatial contrast for an image 
system. Apodization refers to the introduction of controlled attenuation of the edges of the 
exit pupil for a given image system. However, the realization of apodization of the exit pupil 
(the aperture of the imaging lens in this case) is technically difficult. Our suggestion is to 
reduce the highest spatial frequency components of the object. The simplest solution would 
be to change the sharp input beam-block in Fig. 1 to an apodized one whose spatially 
dependent transmission follows the green curve instead of the blue one of Fig. 3(a). Another 
possible and more preferable realization is to introduce an imaging of low numerical aperture 
(NA) prior to Fourier-filtering (called pre-imaging) to exclude the higher spatial frequencies 
of the intermediate picture created by this pre-image system. This image completed by a 
second annular beam-block serves as an apodized object for the nonlinear Fourier-filter. The 
secondary beam-block provides full exclusion of the background of 10−3 level in the center. 
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 Fig. 3. Calculated intensity distribution of an apodized object created by the pre-imaging and 
by the secondary beam-block (a) and of the corresponding image created by the nonlinear 
Fourier-filter for the coherent case (b) (green curves). A sharp object (a) and its image (b) are 
shown for comparison (blue curves). 
Figure 3(a) shows the calculated intensity distribution of such apodized object created by 
the pre-imaging and the secondary beam-block. The low NA pre-imaging is modeled by 
allowing transmission only the first 10 diffraction maxima in the Fourier-plane of the lens. 
(The spatial distribution in this plane is the Fourier-transform of that in the lens plane). Figure 
3(b) shows the corresponding calculated intensity distribution of the image created by the 
focusing lens of the nonlinear Fourier-filter for the coherent case ( 10f 500cm
−
=  ). The 
calculation shows remarkable improvement; the spatial contrast of imaging is increased by ~5 
orders of magnitude to the >108 level. In case of incoherent illumination the reduction of the 
highest spatial frequency components is not as effective (1 order of magnitude improvement). 
This, however, is not a serious practical problem, since the background is coherent on the ps 
scale for CPA based systems and the ASE can be made highly coherent by the pre-imaging 
procedure. 
3. Experimental results and discussion 
The spatial filtering feature (beam smoothing) of the nonlinear Fourier-filter was 
experimentally characterized. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the focal distribution of the input 
annular beam and of the output beam (passing through the center of the output diaphragm). In 
this measurement focusing was done with an f/35 optics. The output distribution is found to 
be nearly Gaussian Both the input and the output beams were found to be ~1.75 times 
diffraction limited. The spectral intensity distribution was also measured before and after the 
filtering and no detectable change was found. These features offer good focusability and the 
possibility of further amplification of the beam. 
 
Fig. 4. Focal distribution of the input annular beam (a) and of the output beam (passing 
through the center of the output diaphragm) (b) (insets in the right upper corner are the 
corresponding near-field distributions). 
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Direct measurement of temporal contrast above 1012 even in the IR is highly challenging. 
Considering that direct measurement of the temporal contrast of similar dynamic range in the 
UV is not available at the time of this publication and the initial temporal contrast of our KrF 
femtosecond laser system is above 1010, direct measurement of the contrast of the temporally 
improved pulse is not possible. However, one advantage of KrF femtosecond laser systems is 
that the only source of the temporal background is the ASE. This makes easy to determine the 
intensity of the temporal noise by utilizing the known/measured smooth intensity distribution 
within the temporal window and solid angle of ASE. (In case of our laser system the initial 
ratio of the energy, pulse length and solid angle for the ASE to main pulse are 1mJ/10mJ, 
15ns/500fs and 45 10⋅ , respectively.) Therefore the contrast improvement of the nonlinear 
Fourier-filter was determined by measuring its intensity dependent transmission. Figure 5 
shows the transmission of the nonlinear Fourier-filter as a function of intensity (black 
squares). The transmission is defined as the ratio of the output and input energy measured by 
photodiodes simultaneously. After the temporal filtering (shown in Fig. 1) the beam was 
focused through a pinhole and a Hamamatsu R1193U-52 type photodiode was positioned 
after the pinhole of proper size. This pinhole served as a spatial filter to measure only that 
background which propagates in the same direction as the main pulse. It can be seen from 
Fig. 5 that the transmission decreases with a slope connected to the nonlinearity of the 
process. However, a constant background of different origin stops further decrease of the 
transmission, which is found to be present even if the gas jet is not operated. This background 
limits the temporal contrast improvement to ~103 for “ordinary” imaging. 
 
Fig. 5. Measured transmission of the nonlinear Fourier-filter versus intensity without (black 
squares) and with apodization (red dots). 
Figure 6 shows the experimental realization of the nonlinear Fourier-filter completed by 
the low NA pre-imaging. Note that this pre-imaging of limited NA has threefold advantage 
over other approaches; beyond the main task that an “unsharp” picture of reduced spatial 
frequency components has created (which can later be imaged with better spatial contrast) 
this pre-imaging also makes the unwanted noise spatially coherent - promoting high contrast 
imaging - moreover, it acts as a standard spatial filter reducing ASE coupling between the 
amplifiers. The low NA pre-imaging arrangement has a practical advantage that it is found to 
be relatively insensitive for eventual misalignments; our calculation showed practically no 
change in the contrast for a misaligned aperture limiting pinhole. Figure 5 (red dots) shows 
the intensity dependent transmission of this advanced nonlinear Fourier-filter corresponding 
to Fig. 6. Due the energy loss caused by the UV optics of pre-imaging and to the limited 
dynamic range of photodiodes the transmission measurement is realized only in the range 
from 10−2 to 10−5. This measurement gives a lower limit of 10−5 for the transmission 
background. In order to maintain the high intensity transmission (~40%) of this advanced 
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system the energy loss of UV optics is crucial to be reduced and/or the input energy has to be 
increased by an additional amplification stage before the filtering. 
 
Fig. 6. Experimental realization of the Nonlinear Fourier-filter completed by pre-imaging of 
low NA. 
Note that the measured 10−5 level background of the imaging is determined by the 
dynamic range of the measurement. The slope of the transmission curve does not seem to 
decrease. The experimentally achievable spatial contrast by such an image system was further 
studied using an amplitude modulated diode laser (λ = 650 nm). The modulated light was 
detected by a BPW21R photodiode whose signal was amplified in a narrowband amplifier, 
where the polarity of the amplified signal was alternately switched and sent to the input of an 
integrator in synchron of the modulation of the light source. This frequency- and phase-
sensitive detection technique allowed us to exclude the background of any other light sources 
different than the diode laser and to extend the dynamical range of our measurement. With 
this arrangement the background in the image plane was found to be still lower than the 
detection limit, giving an indirect proof of >107 temporal contrast improvement. 
4. Conclusion 
In conclusion the focusability measurements showed excellent spatial distribution for the 
filtered beam. The limitations for temporal filtering of the nonlinear Fourier-filter were 
investigated both theoretically and experimentally by the spatial frequency analysis of image 
systems. Temporal contrast improvement up to 105 was demonstrated. The possibility to 
reach >107 temporal contrast improvement was presented by an indirect measurement. These 
features together with the relatively high (>40%) internal energy efficiency make possible the 
application of this filtering technique in a wide wavelength range both before and after the 
final amplification. 
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